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Introduction
Generally, corn yield potential will increase with increasing 
populations.1,2 However, the optimum plant population density 
can vary depending on product genetics.3,4,5 As a hedge against 
weather related lodging risk and to account for the plant structure 
and ear placement of most older, southern adapted products, many 
Southern producers have traditionally planted corn at lower than 
optimal plant populations. This is because lodging can occur with 
increased plant populations and can be magnified when insect or 
weather damage is introduced.6 

A trial was conducted at the Monsanto Learning Center at Scott, 
MS to evaluate the response of DEKALB® brand corn products 
to planting populations that represent low, medium, and high 
densities. The objectives of the trial were to determine: the optimal 
population for a given corn product and the characteristics (ear 
height, ear weight, momentum, yield by population) of the corn 
products compared to the older corn products. This trial has been 
conducted in previous years, including 2012.

The trial was planted on April 18, 2013 utilizing 9 corn brands, 3 
populations (31,000, 34,000, 37,000), and 2 row configurations 
(Table 1). The plots were also irrigated as needed. 

The measurements taken from each replicated plot included:

•	 Height to ear shank from ground, 10 ears per plot

•	 Weight per ear in grams, 10 ears per plot

•	 Momentum calculated as height in inches X weight in grams

•	 Yield in bushels per acre from the 4 row X 150 ft plot adjusted 
to 15.5% moisture

Results and Conclusions
Average ear height varied by corn brand, but generally did not 
vary by population for each corn brand (Figure 1).  Therefore, 
average ear height across populations is presented. Average ear 
weight was generally consistent across brands, but varied by 
population. Momentum is a measurement of the combined force 
from ear weight (grams) and ear placement (inches from the ear 
shank to the ground), where higher placed heavier ears have 
the potential to contribute to lodging characteristics for a given 
corn product. Average momentum values varied by both corn 
brand and population of each corn brand (Figure 2). DKC61-78 
brand had similar average momentum values at all populations.          
DKC61-78 also had the lowest momentum values, which indicates 
it had some of the lower lodging potential at all tested populations. 
DKC67-88 brand had the highest average momentum value; 
therefore, had the highest potential of lodging.  In some cases, 
average momentum values were higher at lower populations, 
which is due to bigger ears. This indicates there is not more risk 
associated with planting at higher populations for some corn 
brands. Average yields varied by both corn brand and population of 
each corn brand (Figure 3).  In general, average yields increased 
at the two higher populations (34,000 and 37,000 seeds/acre). 
DKC67-88 brand had a higher momentum than other products 
(Figure 4). DKC61-78 brand and DKC66-97 brand had lower 
momentum than other products.

Summary
In past years growers have planted low populations for the sake of 
standability. The elimination of stalk feeding pests by YieldGard® 
products and the Genuity® family of traits along with the change 
in plant structure is helping to manage harvest lodging risk. Corn 
brands are now different in their structure which allows increasing 
populations without greatly increasing risk. This is mostly 
measured in the momentum calculation. As populations increase, 
generally the ear moves a bit higher and is smaller on average. 
These characteristics can allow growers to increase yield potential 
without greatly increasing harvest related lodging risk.
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Table 1. Treatments used in the trial

Corn Brands Population
Row 

Configuration

DKC61-78 31,000 Single

DKC61-88 34,000 Twin

DKC62-08 37,000

DKC64-69

DKC66-40

DKC66-87

DKC66-97

DKC67-57

DKC67-88
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Figure 1. Average ear weight (grams) by population compared to average ear height (inches).
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The information discussed in this report is from a single site, non-replicated 
demonstration. This informational piece is designed to report the results of this 
demonstration and is not intended to infer any confirmed trends. Please use this 
information accordingly.

Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® 
(ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with ETS Product 
Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for 
Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity 
Crops. This product has been approved for import into key export markets with 

functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from this product 
can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all 
necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and 
international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into 
nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler 
or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. Excellence 
Through Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Biotechnology Industry 
Organization.  

B.t. products may not yet be registered in all states. Check with your 
Monsanto representative for the registration status in your state.

Individual results may vary, and performance may vary from location to 
location and from year to year. This result may not be an indicator of results you 
may obtain as local growing, soil and weather conditions may vary. Growers 
should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible. 

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup 
Ready® crops contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, the active 
ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Roundup® brand 
agricultural herbicides will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. DEKALB 
and Design®, DEKALB®, Genuity® and YieldGard® are registered trademarks of 
Monsanto Technology LLC. Leaf Design® is a registered trademark of Monsanto 
Company. Respect the Refuge and Corn Design® and Respect the Refuge® are 
registered trademarks of National Corn Growers Association. All other trademarks 
are the property of their respective owners. ©2013 Monsanto Company. 
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Figure 3. Average yield (bu/acre) by population. 

Figure 2. Average momentum (inches x grams) by population. 

Figure 4. Average yield (bu/acre) by population compared to momentum.
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